GROUP SUMMARY (Group Entry Form only – page 5)

To be considered in the lottery as a group, the Group Contact must submit prior to the deadline one packet containing all member’s entry forms, all member’s signed waivers, the Group Summary Sheet, and one payment for everything.

1. RIDER / NON-RIDER WRISTBANDS: Indicate the total number of riders and non-riders in your group to calculate the total cost for fees. Calculate a Registration Subtotal and enter that number in the box.

2. VEHICLE PASSES: Only 1500 vehicle passes are issued at a cost of $40/$50 each plus tax. Any vehicle taken on the ride must have a vehicle pass. Vehicle passes are not necessary for vehicles left at the beginning or the end of the route. Indicate the quantity of each vehicle pass type needed, enter the dollar amount on the appropriate line.

3. SOUVENIR PACKS: Indicate the total group’s quantity of each type of merchandise to calculate the total amount due.

4. MERCHANDISE: Indicate the total group’s quantity of each type of merchandise to calculate the total amount due.

5. SUBTOTALS & SALES TAX: Calculate the total for souvenir packs and merchandise ordered, and enter that number in the Merchandise Total box. Iowa residents, based on where the packet will be shipped, pay 6% sales tax. Multiply the merchandise total by 0.06 and enter that amount on the appropriate line. Write in the registration and vehicle pass subtotal from above on the appropriate line.

6. TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED: Add the merchandise total, calculated tax, and registration/vehicle subtotal together. Enter that as the Total Amount Enclosed. SEND ONE CHECK TO COVER ALL COSTS OF THE GROUP. Make check or money order payable to RAGBRAI Fees.

LOTTERY RESULTS

You will be notified via email if you were selected in the lottery.

PARTICIPANT PACKETS

Wristband packets will be mailed to Individuals or to the Group Contact if registered as part of a Group. RAGBRAI is not responsible for delayed, lost, or misplaced application forms and packets.

REFUNDS

A $25 processing charge per person is deducted for refunds of registration fees. Fees are nonrefundable after April 1.

DUPLICATES

Duplicate entries will be rejected, including all entries for the group involved.

VERIFYING THAT YOUR ENTRY WAS RECEIVED

Verify your registration entry status by checking ragbrai.com under My RAGBRAI/My Profile/Registration Status. Look for a checkmark next to Registration Submitted, Waiver and Payment Received.